Introduction {#sec1}
============

Ultrasound provides a method of measuring blood flow, with applications including: estimation of the degree of stenosis (narrowing of vessels) for selection of patients for carotid surgery ([@bib11]); measurement of the downstream resistance to flow, as estimated from the pulsatility index ([@bib4]); measurement of blood velocity as a surrogate for volumetric blood flow ([@bib1; @bib6]); and measurement of wall shear stress as a predictor of atherogenic risk ([@bib2; @bib3; @bib20]). As such, the ability to accurately measure the velocity of blood flow in vessels is of great importance in clinical practice and research studies. Flow phantoms that simulate these conditions are vital for the accurate determination of these quantities, for assessment of the performance of equipment and for investigation of the reproducibility of parameters required for the evaluation of new methodologies.

Flow phantoms provide a controllable experimental system against which hypotheses can be tested or measurements validated and, as such, should be relevant to the subject under examination. Flow phantoms for clinical ultrasound systems first appeared more than 40 y ago ([@bib25]). A review of steady flow systems appeared in [@bib21], after which attempts were made to develop phantoms using materials that more closely matched the ultrasonic properties of tissue (reviewed in [@bib14]). Tissue-mimicking materials (TMMs) with a speed of sound and acoustic attenuation equivalent to values in human soft tissue were investigated, and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) (2001) specified the required parameters and values. With the advent of commercial high-frequency ultrasound systems specifically designed for imaging small animals ([@bib10; @bib9]), test objects have been adapted to suit these applications ([@bib22; @bib26; @bib35]).

A flow phantom will typically consist of a vessel suspended in TMM, designed to have the same acoustic properties as soft tissue. A blood-mimicking fluid (BMF), with acoustic properties matching those of blood, is pumped through the phantom. For clinical and, therefore, low-frequency applications, the vessel may be a rubber-based material (such as latex rubber or C-Flex tubing) or a polyvinyl alcohol--cryogel ([@bib5]). For more complex geometries, a wall-less approach has been adopted ([@bib24; @bib29]).

An important consideration in flow phantom design is that the vessel should be similar in size and positioned at a depth similar to those of the vessel under consideration *in vivo*. In preclinical research, which uses animals such as mice and rats to develop new diagnostic techniques and treatments before clinical trials on humans, the structures being studied are generally much smaller than those in humans. Therefore preclinical ultrasound scanners must operate at higher frequencies to provide the necessary resolution, typically in the region 20--50 MHz ([@bib10; @bib9]). As this increase in frequency reduces the penetration depth, flow phantom design must take this into consideration. A flow phantom with vessel diameters of 1 mm was briefly described in [@bib9], who used a gelatin-based vessel-mimicking material with a gravity-fed flow of de-ionized water containing a dilute solution of microbubble contrast. Phantoms that mimic the human microcirculation have also been developed, where the vessel dimensions are similar in size to those of mouse and rat arteries, although designed for much lower rates of flow to replicate perfusion at the capillary bed ([@bib7; @bib28; @bib34]).

Here we describe a wall-less flow phantom suitable for use in the assessment of high-frequency ultrasound scanners using materials suitable for high-frequency ultrasound applications.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

Initial design {#sec2.1}
--------------

In initial designs of the phantom, C-Flex tubing (Cole--Parmer, Niles, IL, USA) was used to create a vessel embedded in agar-based TMM ([@bib33]). However, because of the attenuation of the ultrasound signal through the C-Flex, a spectral Doppler trace from the blood mimic could not be obtained. Next a wall-less design based on a reduced-scale version of the phantom described in [@bib29] was used. However, it was found that the agar-based TMM ruptured immediately after flow was started because of the shallow depth of the vessel. Therefore, an alternative TMM was required for the wall-less design. A TMM based on the hydrogels konjac and carrageenan was used in this study as a stronger alternative ([@bib24]). This TMM has recently been acoustically characterized in the frequency range 5--60 MHz and is, therefore, suitable for use in preclinical ultrasound phantoms ([@bib19]).

Phantom construction {#sec2.2}
--------------------

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the phantom and measurement setup. A sealable plastic box acted as the container for the phantom. Holes were drilled in two sides, and reducing pipe connectors (Cole--Parmer) were glued in place with Araldite Rapid (Huntsman Advanced Materials, Basel, Switzerland). Reticulated foam (pore size 1--2 mm) was glued with Araldite to the inside wall and around the pipe connectors in the box. The reticulated foam provided a fixed structure into which the TMM could flow when molten and, once set, prevented the TMM from coming away from the connectors and the box when flow was applied. A metal rod acted as the mold for the vessel, with diameters between 1 and 2 mm, typical of rat femoral and common carotid arteries ([@bib27; @bib32]). The rod was inserted through both of the pipe connectors, which were aligned to ensure that the rod was straight.

Here we provide a detailed guide to producing the konjac--carrageenan TMM (for full composition, see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The metal particles (0.3- and 3-μm aluminum oxide and silicon carbide) were weighed in turn, mixed in a beaker until uniform and then sieved into the required quantity of de-ionized water. A whisk was used to mix the particles and to further break up any clumps. The mixture was then degassed in a vacuum chamber at 4.8 MPa; if the bubbles threatened to overflow the container, the pressure was briefly released. This was repeated until no further bubbles formed in the mixture. The container was then placed in a water bath, and the mixture stirred with an electric mixer at approximately two rotations per second. This rate ensured that the particles did not settle, while being sufficiently slow to not promote air bubbles. The water bath heater was set to 90°C; when the bath temperature reached 60°C, the konjac and carrageenan powders were mixed together and sieved into the water/metal particle mixture while the mixture continued to be heated and stirred. The powders were added slowly to allow them to mix into the water without forming clumps.

Once the water bath had reached 90°C, the mixture was left to heat at this temperature under continuous stirring for 1 h. At the end of this period, the gel had melted and was homogenous. The glycerol was then added and mixed for a further 10 min. After this, the heater was switched off, and the TMM was left to cool while still being stirred until the water bath temperature reached 80°C.

The TMM was then poured into the phantom mold, covering the metal rod by approximately 1.0 mm. This depth was used to provide sufficient covering to form a strong upper vessel wall while being sufficiently shallow to allow the transducer to come close enough to obtain images from a variety of angles. The TMM was left to cool and then covered with a 9% glycerol solution with a speed of sound of 1540 m s^−1^, enabling coupling of the ultrasound from the probe and also preventing the TMM from drying out.

The rods were removed, and C-flex tubing (Cole--Parmer) was then attached to the external ends of the connectors to act as feed-in and feed-out pipes.

Blood-mimicking fluid preparation {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------

The blood mimic consisted of a suspension of 5-μm nylon particles in a glycerol/dextran solution with blood-equivalent acoustic and viscous properties ([@bib31; @bib30]). Because of the high sensitivity of high-frequency ultrasound scanners, the BMF was circulated through a large gear pump (GJ-N2, Micropump, Vancouver, WA, USA) for approximately 5 h, to break up any clumping of the powders, and degassed for approximately 3 h before use. This removes spikes in the Doppler trace caused by high reflections from clumps of the particles and bubbles in the BMF ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). For use with the phantom, the BMF was circulated using a smaller gear pump (GA-v21, Micropump) at a steady flow rate equivalent to a mean velocity between 10 and 35 cm s^−1^.

Ultrasound data acquisition {#sec2.4}
---------------------------

A Vevo 770 preclinical ultrasound scanner (FUJIFILM VisualSonics, Toronto, ON, Canada; equipped with four different transducers with central frequencies ranging from 20 to 40 MHz) was used to collect ultrasound data from the phantom. The transducers were held in an adjustable transducer stand, and the phantom on a bench-mounted adjustable rail system. The transducers were fixed at a desired angle and lowered as close as possible to the surface of the phantom without pressing into the TMM. As the vessel is a long, straight tube, the direction of flow (and, therefore, the mean area velocity) of the BMF will be in line with the vessel axis, parallel to the vessel wall. The angle cursor of the on-board software was aligned with the direction of flow (all angle measurements are ±0.5° as the cursor step in the software is 1°). This determines the angle between the ultrasound beam and the direction of flow, as used in the Doppler equation. The maximum velocity of the BMF was measured with the Vevo 770 operating in pulsed wave (PW) Doppler mode. The gate length was set so that the entire vessel was within the gate. With steady flow applied, the maximum velocity (*V*~max~) was measured by taking the average (over approximately 1 s) maximum trace of the PW Doppler signal using the Vevo 770 on-board software.

Vessel diameter was the average of three measurements determined in B-mode with the transducer perpendicular to the vessel. Because of the deformability of the TMM, there was a change in vessel diameter when the flow was applied. For example, a vessel with a diameter of 1.42 ± 0.01 mm would increase to a diameter of 1.47 ± 0.01 mm when a flow rate of 32 ± 1 cm s^−1^ was applied. The flow rate in milliliters per minute through the circuit was measured with a graduated cylinder and a stopwatch. The cross-sectional area of the vessel was calculated using the diameter measurements with flow applied. These values were then used to estimate the true mean velocity of the BMF through the phantom using the relationship flow = velocity × area. Assuming parabolic flow, the mean velocity is half of the maximum velocity (as measured from the Doppler spectra).

Verifying parabolic flow {#sec2.5}
------------------------

To ensure fully established laminar flow profiles, the inlet length (*L*) must be at least$$L = 0.04\  \times \ D\  \times \ {Re}$$([@bib23]), where *D* is the diameter of the vessel, and Re is the Reynolds number, given by$${Re} = \frac{\rho\nu D}{\mu}\text{,}$$where ρ is the density of the BMF (1.037 kg cm^−3^ \[[@bib31]\]), ν is the mean velocity and μ is the viscosity (4.1 mPa·s). The minimum entrance length for BMF traveling at 20 cm s^−1^ through a diameter of 1.5 mm is 0.44 mm. Measurements were carried out sufficiently far from the inlet of the phantom (\>1 cm) to ensure that fully developed flow was achieved at the measurement site. The verification was carried out using a 1.47 ± 0.01-mm-diameter vessel and the RMV710B transducer. The probe was held at a fixed angle to the vessel, the minimum gate length was selected (0.08 mm) and a maximum velocity measurement was made. The gate was moved vertically downward along the acoustic beam, and measurements were taken at multiple depths. The depth measurements were corrected so that the velocities were associated with various depths across the vessel. The correct depth *D*~corr~ was calculated as$$D_{\text{corr}} = \left( {D - D_{0}} \right)\ \sin\ \theta\text{,}$$where *D* is the vertical measurement, *D*~0~ is the vertical depth of the upper edge of the vessel and θ is the angle between the vessel and the ultrasound beam.

Velocity error calculation {#sec2.6}
--------------------------

For parabolic flow, the mean velocity is half of the maximum velocity; therefore the mean velocity as determined by ultrasound (*V*~ultrasound~) = *V*~max~/2. Velocity measurements were taken for a variety of angles for each transducer. The true mean velocity (*V*~true~) across the cross-sectional area of the BMF was measured by timed collection, as described above. The percentage velocity error for each angle was calculated as$$\%{Error} = 100\  \times \ \frac{V_{\text{ultrasound}} - V_{\text{true}}}{V_{\text{true}}}\text{.}$$

The percentage error could then be plotted against beam target angle. This procedure was followed to collect data using the four available transducers (for details on the center frequencies and focal lengths of the transducers, see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

Results {#sec3}
=======

In [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} are a typical B-mode image and PW Doppler spectra from a vessel with an inner diameter of 1.47 mm when flow is applied, comparable in size to a rat common carotid artery. The maximum velocity was obtained from a time average using the on-board software on the Vevo 770.

Velocity profile {#sec3.1}
----------------

The velocity profile obtained from a phantom with a vessel diameter of 1.47 mm appears in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Measurements were taken using the RMV710 probe, with the ultrasound beam at an angle of 63° to the vessel wall. The peak velocity is located at the center of the vessel, decreasing to a minimum at the vessel walls. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that a parabola is a good fit to the data in the form $aD^{2}\  + \ bD\  + \ c$ with an *R*^2^ of 0.95, where *a*, *b* and *c* are constants, and *D* is the depth of measurement along the vessel diameter; therefore, the flow can be considered fully developed.

Doppler angle {#sec3.2}
-------------

The range of angles from which reliable Doppler signals could be obtained was 43°--79° (79° being the maximum allowed by the Vevo 770). The minimum angles obtained for each transducer are listed in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

[Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the velocity error in the measurements with changing angle between the ultrasound beam and the direction of flow, as determined by the angle cursor in the Vevo 770 on-board software. The error in velocity increased with increasing Doppler angle, ranging from 15%--95%.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

In this article, we have described the manufacture and use of a wall-less flow phantom suitable for comparison to preclinical ultrasound studies. Usually a vessel of small depth is required to enable Doppler measurements to be reliably performed. A phantom with a small vessel depth would usually require a vessel wall to prevent rupture ([@bib17]); however, this has the disadvantage of potential impedance mismatches at the boundaries, which will cause refraction. Although there are vessel-mimicking materials with a speed of sound similar to that of tissue, such as the IEC-recommended C-Flex tubing ([@bib18]), the attenuation of this is approximately 10 times higher than that of soft tissue ([@bib14]), which prevents the ultrasonic beam from penetrating to a sufficient depth to obtain a Doppler signal with the transducers under investigation. For wall-less approaches, the small depth of the vessel can be a limiting factor because of rupture. Because of the robust nature of the TMM used in this study, a wall-less approach was taken with as little as 1.0 mm of TMM on the upper surface, comparable to the depth of a rat femoral artery. This, therefore, removes the attenuation problem and minimizes errors associated with impedance mismatches of different materials.

The flow profile of BMF through the phantom fits a parabola, and therefore, we can be confident that the flow is laminar ([@bib8]). This is an important consideration in flow phantom design, as a value for the "true" maximum velocity is estimated from timed volume collection with an assumption of parabolic flow, where the maximum velocity is equal to twice the mean velocity.

The angles over which reliable Doppler measurements could be taken ranged between 43°--79°, the upper value being the maximum allowed by the scanner. The lower value varied between transducers because of a combination of the focal depth and the width of the casing surrounding the transducer. Care had to be taken to ensure that the transducer did not press into the TMM, which would have had the effect of narrowing the vessel diameter as the TMM deformed, which is more problematic for the larger transducers. For example, although the 704 and 711 transducers have the same focal depth (6 mm), the profile of the 711 is narrower than that of the 704, allowing a shallower angle to be obtained. This range of angles is an important consideration if a phantom is used to compare measurements taken at multiple angles and to account for effects such as geometric spectral broadening. The experience in our institution is that Doppler angles for the carotid and femoral arteries in rats are typically greater than 45°, at which errors in velocity estimation can be as high as 30% ([@bib35]). By use of a linear array system, the Doppler beam can be steered and a greater range of angles can be obtained from multiple focal depths.

The increase in velocity error with measurement angle observed with the wall-less phantom is consistent with geometric spectral broadening. This is the effect whereby the transducer used to transmit and receive the Doppler beam is of finite width, meaning that the target velocity vector subtends a range of angles at the Doppler aperture and causes a spread in frequency of the received signal ([@bib13]). This has previously been investigated for the Vevo 770 using a rotating phantom ([@bib35]). A detailed investigation of velocity errors using different transducers is outside the scope of this article.

The vessel diameter of the phantom changed when flow was applied. It is important that for the correct calculation of flow values from velocity measurements, the diameter should be measured when flow is applied to avoid an overestimation of flow rate.

In addition to the original methodology described for creating the BMF ([@bib31]), we found it necessary to run the BMF through a gear pump for several hours for use with a preclinical ultrasound scanner before degassing in a vacuum chamber. This increases the preparation time from approximately 3--4 to 8--9 h, but prevents clumping in the suspension of particles which can cause high-reflection spikes in the Doppler signal that would affect the velocity estimation. It should also be noted that the BMF should not be allowed to remain in the phantom when not in use, as settling of the particles can occur, blocking the vessel or narrowing the effective diameter in future use. A matched glycerol solution should be pumped through the vessel between uses to remove the BMF and to prevent changes in the TMM composition over time. If the BMF is to be re-used, it should be passed through the larger gear pump and degassed again before use.

Blood flow *in vivo* is generally pulsatile in nature, rather than steady. It would be possible to adapt the phantom described in this article for pulsatile flow by attaching a computer-controlled waveform generator to the pump power supply (*e.g*., [@bib29]). The mean flow (and, thus, the peak velocity) of the blood mimic may need to be reduced to prevent rupture at higher velocities. Further characterization of the TMM would be required to ensure that the elastic properties are appropriate to achieve biologically equivalent diameter changes during each pulse cycle. Although pulsatile flow is a more realistic model of arterial flow, the resultant complexity of the flow field and velocity profile make the interpretation of the Doppler signal more difficult. Therefore, steady flow can be advantageous where laminar flow is required, such as in evaluating velocity errors in Doppler signals.

Although we have dealt with an ideal case of a long, straight vessel, it is true that arteries *in vivo* are rarely so. The wall-less design of the phantom also allows for the potential to create more complex geometries, such as stenosis ([@bib29]) or artery bifurcations ([@bib24]). This provides scope for future investigations to be carried out with only minor modifications to the specifications described in this article.

Conclusions {#sec5}
===========

We have described the design of a flow phantom that is suitable for comparison to preclinical investigations of Doppler ultrasound. Velocity errors were briefly investigated as a trial experiment for the phantom. The ability of the phantom to form a wall-less vessel between 1 and 1.5 mm in diameter, with only a 1.0-mm proximal thickness of TMM, ensures that probes can be brought sufficiently close to the vessel to obtain reliable Doppler measurements. The minimum achievable Doppler angle using the available Vevo 770 transducers with this phantom was 43°, similar to angles obtainable during *in vivo* experiments.
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![Schematic diagram of the flow phantom illustrating acquisition of Doppler measurements. TMM = tissue-mimicking material.](gr1){#fig1}

![Doppler trace of the BMF after being made with the standard procedure (left) and after processing through a gear pump before degassing (right). This process removes the spikes in the Doppler trace caused by air and clumps of particles and enables more accurate velocity estimation, as can be seen from the automated trace of the maximum velocity (*red lines*). BMF = blood-mimicking fluid.](gr2){#fig2}

![B-Mode (left) and pulsed wave Doppler spectrum (right) images of (a) a 1.00-mm-diameter phantom, with the RMV704 transducer operating at 30 MHz; (b) a 1.47-mm-diameter phantom, with the RMV707B transducer operating at 23 MHz; (c) a 1.00-mm-diameter phantom, with the RMV710B transducer operating at 20 MHz; and (d) a 1.00-mm-diameter phantom, with the RMV711 transducer operating at 40 MHz obtained using the Vevo 770 ultrasound system. The B-mode images show the vessel oriented at an angle to the ultrasonic beam (*red line*), with the sample volume indicated by the yellow callipers. The pulsed wave Doppler spectra reveal the frequency shift of the ultrasound beam within the sample volume. The velocity of the blood-mimicking fluid is determined from the automated peak-frequency trace (*red line*) averaged over a selected section (*yellow line*). In example (b), the measured velocity from pulsed wave Doppler is 47.6 cm s^−1^, whereas the true maximum velocity is 33 ± 1 cm s^−1^, as determined by timed collection.](gr3){#fig3}

![Velocity profile of blood-mimicking fluid in a 1.47-mm phantom obtained using the RMV710 transducer operating at 20 MHz. The *dashed line* is a parabolic fit to the data in the form $aD^{2} + bD + c$ with an *R*^2^ of 0.95, where *a*, *b* and *c* are constants, and *D* is the depth of measurement from the vessel wall. As the flow is approximately parabolic, we can therefore use the maximum velocity (*V*~max~) to estimate the mean velocity as *V*~max~/2.](gr4){#fig4}

![Percentage difference in the measured maximum velocity from the true velocity of the blood-mimicking fluid in the phantom as a function of beam--target angle using a Vevo770 ultrasound system with a RMV707B transducer operating at 23 MHz and 1.47-mm-diameter flow phantom. Despite correct adjustment of the Doppler angle cursor, there is an increasing difference between the true velocity and the measured velocity with beam angle.](gr5){#fig5}

###### 

Composition of the konjac--carrageenan tissue-mimicking material

  Component                   Manufacturer                            Weight (%)
  --------------------------- --------------------------------------- ------------
  De-ionized water                                                    84
  Glycerol                    Sigma--Aldrich, Dorset, UK              10
  Silicon carbide 400 grain   Logitech, Glasgow, UK                   0.53
  Aluminum powder (3 μm)      Logitech                                0.96
  Aluminum powder (0.3 μm)    Logitech                                0.89
  Konjac powder               FMC Biopolymer, Philadelphia, PA, USA   1.5
  Carrageenan powder          Sigma--Aldrich                          1.5
  Potassium chloride          Sigma--Aldrich                          0.7

###### 

Center frequency, focal depth and minimum measured Doppler angle for each of the VisualSonics transducers

  Transducer model   Center frequency (MHz)   Focal depth (mm)   Minimum measurement angle
  ------------------ ------------------------ ------------------ ---------------------------
  RMV704             30                       6                  63°
  RMV707B            23                       12.7               49°
  RMV710B            20                       15                 43°
  RMV711             40                       6                  54°
